Europa Science - Editorial policy
Europa Science publishes business-to-business information intended to help professionals
in the fields of science and technology further their research careers and/or their business
aspirations.
We assert copyright over all material that we publish, except where explicitly stated.
Our platforms contain many different types of content, so the following is intended as a
general guide to our editorial principles:
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All of our titles invite the submission of news and PR releases to the appropriate
editorial email address (found on the Contact Us page of each title). Any such
submitted material is accepted on the basis that it (and any associated imagery) is
supplied for use without copyright restrictions, unless explicitly stated. Submissions
may be edited for style and length, while inclusion is solely at the editor’s discretion.
In general, we do not accept unsolicited articles. Please discuss potential article
contributions with the editorial teams before submitting. We avoid republishing
articles that have appeared in the same form elsewhere, wherever possible.
We do have several commercial content options (such as white papers, thought
leadership, video and webcast content and more) available for vendors wishing to
guarantee inclusion on our platforms. Please see the relevant Media Information
(on the Advertise page on each site) for further details.
Our long-form articles are usually commissioned in-house or via an established
network of freelancers to ensure independence. If you are a freelance writer wishing
to be added to our roster of specialist contributors, please contact the editor of the
title(s) in question.
Vendors and PR companies may wish to sign up to regular information directly from
our editors about upcoming editorial opportunities, such as event previews,
invitations for comment, or requests for contacts with customers (for the purposes of
case studies, for example). To be added to this list, please contact the editor(s) in
question via the Contact Us page of each title.
We use an editorial house style, using British English, which may differ from that of
other platforms or author preferences. A copy of this may be available on request
from the editors but, in all cases, the editor reserves the right to edit any submitted
material to match our consistent house style without the supplier’s approval.
Inclusion or mention of any product or service on any of our platforms does not
indicate endorsement or recommendation of any kind.
Editors may invite contributions from industry experts. If being supplied in written
form, please consult our contributor guidelines.
Content may also be presented in audio or video form; editors will always seek
permission from interviewees before recording.
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